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Product Management[ edit ] Product development means offering new or improved products for the present
market. Product Management deals with bringing together all the strings that transform an idea into a product.
A Product Manager PdM usually works with a number of teams and co-ordinates with various channels
throughout the product development lifecycle. It all begins with an idea of a product. There are usually three
channels from where an idea can come from: Product experts envision requirements that might be required in
the future or that give the product a competitive edge. Product Roadmap - Product Roadmap is a prioritized
list of features that need to be built for a specific product. The priority of features keep on changing and it is
the sole responsibility of a PdM to make the decision which features should be taken up for development.
Innovation - Innovation cells in firms deal with coming up with new ideas to make their product more exciting
and competitive. Once that is done, the lifecycle moves to the development stage. The PdM works very
closely with the development and quality assurance teams and ensures that the teams are completely aware of
what is to be developed and how users would interact with the product. After development is complete and
quality checked, the product is ready to be released. Usually, this release does not go to the customers directly,
it goes to the sales teams who, in turn, provide demonstrations to the potential customers. The Product Life
Cycle[ edit ] Understanding the product life cycle is key to understanding how to market a product. Many
marketing campaigns are won and lost because of knowledge of the product lifecycle. If understood, the
product lifecycle will tell you how to market a product and how much money to spend. The product life cycle
is divided into four parts: Introduction phase Maturity phase and Decline phase These parts of the cycle follow
the curve you would normally expect, a long slow initial acceptance, a period of rapid growth, a long length of
time where the product has fully saturated the market, and its eventual decline in obsolescence. The
introduction phase of the product lifecycle is the easiest to market, but the most resource and cost intensive.
The target market is the early adopter. The problem in the early adopter is the most difficult consumer to
convince. The early adopter seeks status. They crave new products, not because of usefulness, but sexiness.
They want to feel this product they are buying into will bring them some amount of prestige among their
constituents. The question then is, how do you market to them? Ad and event intensive sales are probably the
most useful. Ads should focus less on the feature-benefits and more on the emotional aspect of the product.
One company that makes this distinction very clear in their advertisements is Apple Computers. When
advertising for their personal computing products, they use the PC vs. These ads are entertaining and grab
your attention, but focus mainly on the feature-benefit aspects of a product. The iPhone ads are very low on
feature-benefits and high on the coolness factor. Here it is important to stop focusing on the coolness of a
product and start focusing on the features and benefits of a product. At this point, the early adopters have
shown the world how cool the product is and how cool they are for having one. The rest of your market wants
to know why it is they should get one. When a product has generally been accepted, and the market has
reached its final penetration, it has reached this point. Your marketing techniques should focus on maintaining
customers and customer satisfaction. Your advertisements can focus on what you can do for them while they
keep using your product. Decline is the most difficult segment for most companies. Decline requires a lot of
soul-searching. If a company continues in the status quo, the product will decline and the company will
continue to spend money on it. This is the recipe for disaster. A company has one of two paths it can take.
Either, you can rebuild the product, or you must discontinue the product. If the company wishes to revitalize a
product, it usually does so in one of two ways. The first is nostalgia marketing. You remind the consumer
about the product and that it was always there. The second is to refresh the product. You can create new
promotional material, new packaging, new advertising or new features. A well-designed marketing plan
should inform customers of the end of the products life cycle, and move them onto another of the companies
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replacement products. New Product Development[ edit ] Every company must develop new products. A
company can add new products through acquisition or development. The acquisition route can take three
forms: The company can buy other companies. It can acquire patents from other companies. It can buy a
license or franchise from another company. The development route can take two forms: The company can
develop new products in its own laboratories; or It can contract with independent researchers or new-product
development firms to develop specific new products. Competition is strong and dynamic in most markets.
Booz, Allen, and Hamilton have identified six categories of new products: New-to-the-world products
New-product lines. New products that allow a company to enter an established market for the first time.
Additional to existing product lines: Improvements and revisions to existing products: New products that
provide improved performance or greater perceived value and replace existing products. Repositioning
existing products that are targeted to new markets or market segmentation. New-product development
demands effort, time and talent-and still the risks and costs of failure are high. A new product may fail for
many reasons. Most often, companies fail to offer a unique benefit or underestimate the competition. The idea
is good but the market size is over-estimated. The product is not well designed. The product is incorrectly
positioned in the market, not advertised effectively or over-priced. Development costs are higher than
expected. Competitors fight back harder than expected. Several other factors hinder new-product
development: Shortage of important ideas in certain areas Fragmented markets Costliness of the development
process Capital shortages.
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Clearly, this is not only a very subjective view, but also I found it terribly difficult to reduce my initial list of
the essential rules of selling to just However, mindful of the fact that this exercise is designed to provide
guidance to salespeople just starting on the first rung of the ladder, here is my take on the 12 golden principles
of selling. Always Sell to People This may seem obvious, but it cannot be emphasized enough: You are not
selling to an organization or to a conglomerate, but to actual, real people. It is important to remember that all
people are different, so you cannot sell the same way to everyone. Second, no two sales are the same, even if
they are made to the same company under similar circumstances. You must aim to become a people expert. It
may sound shocking, but the best professional salespeople actually like people! Remember, people buy from
people â€” they always will. You Have To Sell Yourself Just as you are selling to people, you must also
remember that you are not only selling and representing a product or service, but you are in effect selling
yourself. When beginning a sales relationship, it is important to remember a few key aspects to representing
yourself well. If potential customers are bored by you, they have less of a chance of being enthralled by any
product or service you are representing. Of course, you are an intelligent person, but can you converse in an
intelligent manner? Never be arrogant â€” never talk up or down to your potential clients. Respect the buyer,
and they will respect you. Along the same lines, develop your empathy levels. Finally, control your ego levels.
A good salesperson is patient and respectful, not an egomaniac. You Must Ask Questions A good salesperson
knows what questions to ask, and when. Develop your questioning techniques, always remembering the
traditional rules of questioning: Listen To Understand Remember, God has given us two ears and one mouth;
we should use them in that order! Successful sales professionals talk for 20 percent of the time and listen for
80 percent of the time. Features are common, but benefits are personal and specific. Say, "Such and such is a
feature of this service, which means that. Sell the Results â€” Paint a Picture You want the outcome for your
prospect to be rosy, but you need to convey that. Describe the end results of the transaction and how it will
improve the life of your prospect.
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Tariq Intezar, PhD - Dr. She published numerous articles, where about 20 of them have been presented in the
international conferences and included to publications, indexed by Thomson Scientific database, Springer,
IEEE and other scientific databases. Kriksciuniene served as program committee chair of the scientific
workshops and streams, organized in conjunction with many prestigious scientific conferences, Dalia has
experience as member of editorial and program committees, reviewer and sessions chair at international
scientific conferences. She teaches on undergraduate and master studies. She published many research papers
and case studies in the field of Marketing and Sales management and her research activities contributed to the
successful outcome of several international conferences. Her research interest includes: He possesses rich
experience academic and industry of including training, research, and teaching. Dalwadi has to his credit
articles and research papers, published and presented at national and international conferences and seminars.
He has also been on the reviewer boards and track chair at various state and national level conferences and
seminars. During his academic life he has been awarded and honored for several times for my exceptional
performance in various management events and competitions. He is a highly qualified broad based academic
leader with an extensive history of research, teaching and consulting in a variety of Business programs in
universities and B Schools, internationally. He also has an illustrious career of management consulting to back
upon having set up industrial projects in a broad array of industries and market sectors. He conducted
marketing research studies, in multicultural markets, on a number of industrial and consumer products. Suneel
Sethi has written and published more than articles on Marketing and Management besides topics of general
interest, published in professional journals and magazines, worldwide. Editorial Review Board Dr. In addition
to a post graduate qualification in Tourism, Dr. Alam has passion for teaching especially in the area of
Hospitality Marketing and Strategic Management. Apart from this, Dr. Alam has association with several
Journals national and International as advisory Board member and conducted several International Seminar
and conferences at Delhi, Bangalore Chennai and Jeddah as its convener. As a Credible worth of Dr. In
addition to his academic role, he is also a sought-after Brand Management Consultant in Asia. For his
contribution towards Creativity, Innovation and Entrepreneurialism, Dr. In the year , Dr. He submitted his Ph.
He has been in teaching and research at the Business Administration Discipline for the last 15 years. The
notable academic and professional journals where the research articles of Mr. Bhuiyan visited many academic
institutions including Harvard University, U. He has more than decade experience in academics, research,
training and consultancy. He has publications in national and international journals of repute and he has
participated and chaired sessions in various national and international seminars and conferences. He has
conducted many Management Development Programmes for public as well as private sector organizations.
Singh has over 19 years of experience in teaching, research, consultancy and executive training for industries.
He has worked both in India and abroad on various teaching assignments. Singh has more than 76 research
papers to his credit, most of which have been published in international refereed journals. Singh has also won
Japanese award for outstanding research on development during 10th Annual Global Development Conference
held in Kuwait during He presented a wide range of academic papers and served as a guest speaker and
panelist on Economic Development, Politics, Public Policy, and Immigration topics. Rany holds a Ph. Gaur is
well published and is an experienced graduate supervisor. She holds a Ph. Her areas of scientific and
consulting interest include integrated communications, branding, stakeholder relations, marketing in public
sector. She presented her research work in a number of international conferences and academic journals. She
was also in charge for organization of various international conferences and workshops. Slavica has a
corporate experience, in the position of PR manager in the joint venture of real estate company MPC
Properties and Merrill Lynch, and in the position of Director for business development in the consulting
company for international communications, where she worked as senior consultant for international clients. A
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part of her work in Public Relations field was awarded by national PR association. She has teaching
experience of over 12 years in European and American Universities and has published her research work in a
number of international academic journals. Previously her marketing consulting experience had focused on the
sectors of professional services, media management, retailing, high technology products and business
networks. In terms of research and consulting she is currently interested in Customer Relationship
Management CRM , consumer issues, business relationships, consumer satisfaction, mental models of
strategic thinking, sustainability marketing, marketing education and service quality. She has to her credit
around 50 publications by virtue of conferences, seminars and journals both at the international and national
level. She has organized various conferences and seminars for an effective industry institute interface. Her
areas of specializations are Consumer Behavior, Corporate social responsibility and use of computers in
services. She is an alumnus of Delhi University and Indraprasth University. He has chaired sessions in
international conferences, and published in journals of repute. His specialist research field is in the area of
business management in the engineering sectors and is currently directing research in the areas of CSR, quality
and value management in construction. A number of these projects are in collaboration with colleagues in
Universities abroad including Queensland University of Technology QUT. He has supervised more than PhD
and Masters students. Professor Preece is a recognized authority in international business development and
marketing. He has published more than 60 books and papers at national and international level. She is also the
Director of Modern Marketing Research Institute whereby there are much collaboration with other academic
institutions, government agencies and industry enterprises. She obtained her Ph. She has also worked for 5
years in the marketing consulting industry prior to taking up a position within the academia. She has 15 years
of industry and academic experiences in the Marketing Field. She specialized in retailing, channel
managmenet, branding and e-commerce. She has published numerous academic papers, conducted many
research projects and also industry consulting. She is advising many Master and PH. D students in the field of
marketing. She is a selected member of the official talent list within the Guandong Province, City of
Guangzhou and City of Shenzhen. He has done his Ph. He has also written 7 books and has many publications
to his credit. He has also organized and participated in a number of international conferences, seminars,
events, and panel discussions. A prolific writer, Dr. Malyadri has published 57 research papers and 4 Books in
the field of Marketing, Micro Finance, Entrepreneurial development, Rural development etc. He has presented
several research papers in around 80 National and International seminars and conferences and also acted as
Chairman of several technical sessions. Phil grads under his guidance. He served as Programme officer
National Service Scheme for five years and conducted several programmes and received outstanding awards.
He received several outstanding awards for his academic achievements including State level Best Teacher
award honoured by Government of Andhra Pradesh in He has been involved in conducting research projects,
publishing research papers, case study development, consultancy and training. He has edited 12 books in the
area of marketing and general management. An alumina of IMT Ghaziabad his interests are in retail
management, sales and distribution and strategic marketing. Professor Gaurav has published a number of
books as well as various articles and research papers in the area of General Management, relationship
marketing, Brand Management and Social Entrepreneurship. Ashish Bhalla is B. He worked in international
trade field upon arrival to Canada and also served as a marketing instructor at The Art Institute of Toronto, he
is currently an instructor at Kennedy College of Technology in the department of Business Administration. He
teaches various subjects in business. In addition, he is currently working on a start up project that focuses on
green marketing practices and environmental sustainability. She is a PhD candidate at the same University.
Her areas of scientific and consulting interest include online markets and marketing strategies for e-commerce.
She was also a member of several project founded by the European Commission, as by the Serbian
Government. Yet, he remained an active member and change agent in the agriculture sector of Bahawalpur.
Click here to apply online.
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There are many basic principles of marketing, but five of the most important are understanding the problems
of your consumer, learning about your ideal market, demonstrating the value of your product or service,
generating leads and building relationships. Video of the Day Brought to you by Techwalla Brought to you by
Techwalla In order to market effectively, a business needs to focus on the four essential areas of product,
price, place and promotion, which are also known as the marketing mix. By controlling these aspects,
organizations can satisfy the needs of their customers, which helps them to increase sales and revenue. What
Are the Principles of Marketing? One of the fundamental principles of marketing involves understanding the
problems of your consumer. What is the issue that your customers are trying to solve, and how does your
product or service attempt to solve that problem better than your competitors? Many businesses fall into the
trap of talking about their process or features in their marketing materials instead of focusing on the benefits
for which the consumers are looking. The benefit of a massage is relaxation, not the use of hot stones. If the
problems your consumers are feeling are tension and stress, they will want to hear more about the result of
relaxation rather than your methods. In line with understanding the problems your consumers are facing,
another principle of marketing is creating a detailed picture of your ideal buyer. Who are the people you want
to target with your message? For example, if you have done your research and determined that your ideal
clients for your massage clinic are working moms with young children who live in your neighborhood, you
can target your customers more effectively. In this case, you can talk in your marketing materials about how
hard it can be on your back and shoulders to lift children after working at a computer all day, getting to the
heart of the issue your customers are facing. Demonstrating the value of your offering is a key principle of
marketing. There are a few ways businesses can do this. Companies can offer free samples of products so
customers can try them before making a commitment. Small businesses can share information and ideas
around their area of expertise to build credibility. One of the most effective ways to demonstrate value is
through social proof, otherwise known as testimonials. Consumers trust the word of other people like them;
they want to know if your product or service has worked for others who have faced the same problem they
have. In the example of the massage therapist who caters to working moms, a good way to demonstrate the
value of the service would be to gather and share testimonials from previous customers. Generating leads is
one of the most important principles of marketing. To do this, businesses need to motivate qualified prospects
to trust them enough to share their contact information so they can receive marketing materials. By having a
pool of prospects with whom to share marketing materials, businesses will always have the opportunity to
convert leads into customers. Building relationships is likely the most important principle of marketing
because customers want to buy from companies they trust. In order to build trust, businesses need to show that
they care about the consumers and that they fully understand the problems they are going through. By showing
you care about the pain they feel, the consumers may be more inclined to trust you the next time they want to
get a massage. By controlling these aspects and turning them into strategies to meet their goals, businesses can
successfully capture the attention of their customers. For marketing to be successful, businesses have to ensure
that these four elements of the marketing mix work together in unison. A product can refer to a physical good,
such as a beaded necklace or an automotive part. Product can also refer to an intangible service, such as health
coaching or house cleaning. Businesses need to clearly define their products by focusing on how they help
their target audience. What aspects of the product help to solve the problem their ideal consumers are having?
By identifying this information, businesses can effectively create messaging that appeals to their customers.
Aspects such as branding, quality and packaging also fall under the product umbrella. One of the most
important elements of working on the product includes differentiating it from competitive products on the
market. After creating the product, businesses need to establish the price. In simple terms, the price is how
much money the business expects the customer to pay in exchange for the product. Figuring out the price
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involves more than knowing how much the product costs to make. Businesses need to do market research and
see how much customers are willing to pay for similar products on the market. Aspects such as discounts,
price flexibility and price sensitivity also need to be considered. Place refers to where the product will be sold.
This can include brick-and-mortar retailers, online stores or nontraditional channels such as pop-up shops or
market stalls. The distribution of the product is a key element of this aspect of the marketing mix. Not only do
marketers need to figure out where to sell the product, but they also need to devise a plan to get the product
into the hands of the consumer. This may involve transporting the product from the manufacturer to the
wholesaler and then to the retailer, where it can then be purchased by the consumer, or it may involve directly
shipping from the manufacturer to the consumer after purchasing it from a website. Lastly, promotion is
arguably the most popular element of the marketing mix and is what most people think of when they think
about marketing. Promotion refers to communicating valuable information about your brand and product to
the consumer. There are five distinct channels for promotion: Each channel helps businesses to achieve
different goals. For example, advertising is used to reach a broad audience, whereas direct marketing is used to
reach a small, specific group of people. What Is the Process of Marketing? People often think of marketers as
going by their gut feel and making big decisions based only on instinct. While marketing certainly is
considered an art in many ways, it is also scientific. Marketers follow a clear process when developing
marketing strategies. One of the basics of marketing management is that businesses need to analyze the
situation. In addition, the business needs to understand its own limitations in terms of resources, budget and
organizational factors. External aspects such as the financial climate and distribution issues also need to be
considered. After completing the situational analysis, the business needs to develop a summary of the
problems they may face by releasing the product in addition to the potential opportunities that will be
available to them. The next step is to develop a marketing strategy. This involves conducting detailed market
research to understand the different audience segments the business serves, targeting specific problems the
audience faces, positioning the product to meet consumer needs and establishing the value of the product to
the consumer. After the marketing strategy has been created, the business needs to make tactical decisions
based on the four elements of the marketing mix. This includes product development, pricing decisions,
location and distribution handling and promotional campaign development. Finally, the last step in the
marketing process involves implementing the plans and executing the strategy. Instead, businesses need to
constantly monitor their marketing campaigns and make changes as the market shifts. By adapting to the
changing landscape and analyzing their metrics closely, businesses can ensure their strategies will be
successful. Why Every Business Needs to Do Marketing All businesses need to market their brand and their
products because doing so comes with many benefits. Small businesses can increase brand awareness through
marketing. In addition, they can establish brand loyalty and develop a following for their company that
includes prospects and customers who trust them. They can do this by sharing valuable information about their
industry for free. Through marketing, companies can establish credibility and expertise in their specific
industry, which helps create authority. This helps customers to remember the business in comparison to their
competitors. Through clear messaging, marketing helps businesses to educate and inform their customers
about the many benefits their product provides. Depending on the promotional vehicle used, such as social
media, marketing can also open a two-way channel of communication between customers and businesses. This
kind of communication helps customers to develop a relationship with the business and see them as human
instead of a faceless corporation. Once the customers know how the product can help solve their problems and
they establish trust with the business, customers are more inclined to buy. As a result, marketing helps
businesses to increase sales and revenue by helping customers to make the purchasing decision. Marketing is a
fundamental aspect of running any business, regardless of industry, size or location.
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How to Create a Fail-Proofâ€¦ I received a call from an ex-student this week who is designing an induction
program for new recruits about to embark upon a career in sales. He asked that if I had to create the "12
golden principles of selling," what would I come up with? Clearly, this is not only a very subjective view, but
also I found it terribly difficult to reduce my initial list of the essential rules of selling to just However,
mindful of the fact that this exercise is designed to provide guidance to salespeople just starting on the first
rung of the ladder, here is my take on the 12 golden principles of selling. Always Sell to People This may
seem obvious, but it cannot be emphasized enough: You are not selling to an organization or to a
conglomerate, but to actual, real people. It is important to remember that all people are different, so you
cannot sell the same way to everyone. Second, no two sales are the same, even if they are made to the same
company under similar circumstances. You must aim to become a people expert. It may sound shocking, but
the best professional salespeople actually like people! Remember, people buy from people -- they always will.
You Have To Sell Yourself Just as you are selling to people, you must also remember that you are not only
selling and representing a product or service, but you are in effect selling yourself. When beginning a sales
relationship, it is important to remember a few key aspects to representing yourself well. If potential customers
are bored by you, they have less of a chance of being enthralled by any product or service you are
representing. Of course, you are an intelligent person, but can you converse in an intelligent manner? Never be
arrogant -- never talk up or down to your potential clients. Respect the buyer, and they will respect you. Along
the same lines, develop your empathy levels. Finally, control your ego levels. A good salesperson is patient
and respectful, not an egomaniac. You Must Ask Questions A good salesperson knows what questions to ask,
and when. Develop your questioning techniques, always remembering the traditional rules of questioning:
Listen To Understand Remember, God has given us two ears and one mouth; we should use them in that
order! Successful sales professionals talk for 20 percent of the time and listen for 80 percent of the time.
Features are common, but benefits are personal and specific. When describing the product or service you are
selling, use "link phrases" when outlining the benefits of the features you are showing. Say, "Such and such is
a feature of this service, which means that. Sell the Results -- Paint a Picture You want the outcome for your
prospect to be rosy, but you need to convey that. Describe the end results of the transaction and how it will
improve the life of your prospect. What are the chief buying emotions? They include ego, security, pride of
ownership, greed, health, prestige, status, ambition, and fear of loss. Be well aware of these emotions as you
approach, engage and deal with your customers. Selective Product Knowledge Is the Key A good salesperson
realizes that buyers buy solutions and results; they do not buy products or services. Aim To Be Unique You
want to convey to your customers an attitude of "me first," rather than "me too. Look outside the square, and
identify the uniqueness of your product, your service, your company -- and yourself. You must value your
expertise, your products and your services, and price accordingly. Always keep the bottom line firmly in your
mind. Remember, anyone can give business away. Selling merely on price means we do not need sales people!
Present Your Solutions When we present our proposals, rather than mailing, faxing or e-mailing, we increase
the likelihood of a sale by a factor of 10 if we do so in person. Be Professional at All Times The greatest
compliment a customer can pay you is to describe you as "professional. Being professional is not one thing, it
is three: It is what you do, what you say, and how you present yourself. He is also the creatorâ€¦ more More
Author Stories.
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Marketing is a broad process that includes research, product design and development, promotion and customer
service. Much of the marketing function centers around a handful or core principles, strategies and tactics.
Your product and service offerings are what you want customers to buy. Distribution refers to how you get
goods to them. Price contributes to the value customers perceive in combination with your product benefits.
Promotion is the use of various communication tools to attract targeted customers and generate buying
activity. Customer Retention As of , much of marketing is built on the principle of building long-term
customer relationships. Companies recognize that it typically costs much more to promote to and attract a new
customer than it does to satisfy an existing one. Customer relationship management, or CRM, is a relatively
new concept that combines goals of customer loyalty with database technology. By gathering data on
customers and targeting your top customers with focused promotional offers, you can establish stronger, loyal
connections. Research and Development Businesses often emphasize the promotional element of marketing,
but market research is essential to an overall successful marketing system. Market research is the use of
various data-gathering techniques and research tools to learn about the needs and core interests of your target
market. The more you know the people you target, the more equipped you are to develop beneficial solutions
and to effectively promote them. Promotional Mix A promotional mix is the use of advertising, public
relations, selling and direct marketing to attract, sell to and retain customers. Companies use paid advertising
to present creative, value-oriented messages that emphasize benefits such as top products, great service,
environmentally responsible behaviors or nutritional food. Public relations includes intentional and
unintentional methods used to generate goodwill with the public. Press releases, media coverage and even
participation are common means of public relations. Direct marketing and selling are more interactive
promotional methods where you directly present product or service value to customers and seek an immediate
response. References 2 Net MBA: Marketing Mix About the Author Neil Kokemuller has been an active
business, finance and education writer and content media website developer since He has been a college
marketing professor since Kokemuller has additional professional experience in marketing, retail and small
business.
7: Principles and Practices of Selling 'Case Study' by Ramozi Haika on Prezi
Jonathan Farrington is a globally recognized business coach, mentor, author, and consultant, who has guided hundreds
of companies and thousands of individuals around the world towards optimum performance levels.

8: Principles of marketing - Wikiversity
There are five principles when it comes to selling. Follow these natural principles and sales begin to happen
immediately. It doesn't matter if you're selling online or offline.

9: Selling - Principles & Practices - Handling Objections II
Here are the principles behind the key concepts of the high velocity sales model we at www.enganchecubano.com call
Sales Acceleration. 1. Sell Remotely. Start with realizing that professional sales is.
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